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A CONCERT HALL
A concert hall may be defined as a large room or auditorium de-
voted to musical entertainments. The smaller halls used for this purpose are
commonly called recital halls or temporarily by other names. The large concert
halls resemble theatres in most of the details of arrangement,, etc.
The best types of concert halls are with few exceptions to be
found abroad, for the great music centers of the world are located in Germany
and France. It is in these foreign countries that we find music a large part
of the people's lives and they are lovers of music of the highest degree. Ev-
eryone is educated to the sincere appreciation of the purest and most refined
music. Thus it is that concert and music halls are numerous, and it is quite
common for even the towns and villages to have their own concert halls. In Ger-
many especially there are many edifices devoted entirely to musical entertain-
ments .
One of the most important points to be considered in the plan-
ning and building of the concert hall is the acoustical result which is obtained
from the type of arrangement chosen. Therefore the carefullest consideration
must be given to the shape of the hall or auditorium, its proportion, size, de-
tail, and the material from which it is to be constructed.
The most successful concert halls in the world are the great
Concert Hall of Leipzig and the Symphony Hall in Boston. In both of these edi-
fices the basilica types of plan are used and with remarkable success. The
writer has therefore followed this type of planning in the arrangement of his
auditorium, with the idea of obtaining the best possible results acoustically.
The concert hall as chosen in this thesis problem has been de-
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signed under ideal conditions with reference to size, location and ground lay-out
The cost is unlimited, so that an elaborate and magnificent structure can be
erected. The hall is situated first of all in a beautiful park, on the outskirts
of a city of moderate size and away from the noise and din of a busy locality.
The edifice is to be used entirely for concert music and is to be a center for
the concerts of the best musical talent in the country.
SITE. The site of the building is the center of a large natural
park which is approached by an important boulevard, directly accessible to the
neighboring country and a direct thoroughfare to the city not far away. The
building proper is situated on a terrace overlooking the boulevard and is ap-
proached by several gradual flights of steps from the level below. A large ter-
race surrounds the building and is banked on all sides by a heavy thicket of
trees, which tends to give the Concert Eall a striking setting. Beyond the ter-
race and with numerous entrances from it are arranged Italian gardens worked
out in elaborate fashion and affording a magnificent approach to the Concert Hall
The gardening is to be one of the features of the surroundings. Many attractive
little fountains and niches for statuary have been worked out in the plan and
all tend to add to its attractiveness. The two groups of musical figures in
front of the Concert Hall stand out prominently and add importance to the sur-
roundings. Another feature of the approach is a grand cascade on the opposite
side of the boulevard. This leads on out beyond the gardens to a small chain of
lakes which wind in and out through the park.
PLAN.— The plan can be easily divided into three distinct parts,
the foyer, the auditorium, and the stage with its accessories for the artists.
These parts with separate units in each combine to form one unified and complete
plan.
The auditorium is of course the most important feature of the plan.
It is rectangular inshape, the dimensions being 64 X 108 feet. The seating

capacity of the main floor is about 850 persona, while the balcony above can
accommodate 350 more, totalling 1200 persons in all, which indicates a good pro-
portionate size for a successful concert hall. The auditorium extends up the en-
tire height cf the building and is featured by a beautiful leaded glass sky-light
which forme the central portion of the ceiling. The auditorium is approached
through a large foyer which extends across the entire front of the building. Ac-
cess to the foyer may be made from either the front vestibule and main entrance
or through the side entrances at either end of the foyer. Grand stair-cases
leading to the balcony floor above are situated at each extremity of the foyer
and are emphasized in exterior elevation as semi-circular bays surrounded by a
portico which forms a secondary vestibule for those several smaller entrances
which lead both to the foyer and to the toilet, smoking and retiring rooms in
the basement below.
The foyer extends up through the entire two stories of the building
and thus forms an imposing feature in the design. It is lighted from above with
a leaded glass sky-light in the ceiling and also by the five large windows on
the second floor which lead to the open balcony above the main vestibule, which
carries across the entire facade. Two large coat-rooms are situated between thf
auditorium and foyer.
Leading from the foyer at either end and flanking the auditorium are
spacious corridors which become open arcades in the summer and glassed-in passages
for winter. Several side entrances from these corridors lead directly into the
auditorium.
The rear of the building is devoted entirely to the stage and access-
ories for the artists. Separate rear entrances are placed at either end of the
rear corridor. Direct access may be had either to the stage, the locker-rooms
on either side of the stage, or to the large lounging and retiring rooms which
extend across the rear cf the building. Stairways are situated near the entrances
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at either end of the rear corridor and lead both to the basement below and the
second floor above. The basement contains the boiler and coal rooms,, storage
sections, etc.
On the second floor in the rear are dressing and retiring rooms and
minor accessories. Directly above the locker rooms, on either side cf the semi-
circular stage are sections of the organ-loft with access from the second floor.
These compartments contain the machinery, bellows, etc., which are necessary with
the organ. Thus the organ is in two separate sections and the sound is thrown
out uniformly from both sides of the stage. The organ consol is movable and can
be placed where most convenient.
The stage itself is nothing more than an enormous sounding board,
semi-circular, in cross-section, extending up as high as the entablature which
extends around the auditorium, and being capped by a half dome treatment. The
purpose of this stage arrangement is to throw the tone directly towards the
auditorium.
TREATMENT OF DESIGN-— The style of the design used both on the ex-
terior and interior is French Renaissance in nature. A combination of the Doric
with the Corinthian order has been used on the facade of the building, while
along the sides, the unit changes and the Corinthian order alone is used. The
orders are carried entirely along the second floor height except for the Doric
foyer on the ground floor level. Heavy arches are run in rusticated masonry
along the first floor of the building both in the front and on the side eleva-
tions. The edifice is to be built entirely of cut stone, and the exterior es-
pecially abounds in rich carvings, groups of statuary and the like. In regard
to detail, the Paris Opera House has been carefully studied and inspirations
have been obtained from some of the beautiful details of that remarkable build-
ing.
The auditorium is emphasized on the extericr by being carried above
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the other portions of the building. It is domed over with an elaborate Mansard
roof treatment with a sky-light above, and thus forms an imposing feature of the
design.
SCALE OF DRAWINGS
Plan and Ground Lay-out
,
3/32" 1 Foot
Front and Main Elevation, 3/16" 1 Foot
Side Elevation, 3/32" 1 Foot
Longitudinal Section, 3/32" 1 Foot

6In the study of the above thesis subject, the writer has found the
following maxims for the proper arrangement and finishing of the Concert Kali
to be very interesting, especially with reference to acoustics.
1. Soft wood should be used to cover or line the walls throughout,
replacing plaster. Under no circumstances should there be anywhere a brick wall
not covered and concealed by wood sheathing. The concert hall is to be consid-
ered as a separate internal structure, built within and separated from the outer
walls and roof of the building. The spaces between may be used for foyers,
passages, etc., as is usual.
2. It is necessary, that the walls and ceiling back of the stage should
be connected by a continuous curve, which will allow the sound waves to move
unhindered, and fast enough net to be caught by new waves
.
3. A Concert Hall should not be built on a rock foundation. Moreover,
it should never have another hall beneath it, as the large empty space below
causes too much vibration and acts on the principle of a drum. An ordinary
cellar, without flooring and a soft soil give the best satisfaction as to sub-
structure.
4. A modern orchestra has a large choir of brass and one of percussion
instruments. These can only be placed behind the string choir and the wood
wind choir. For this reason, and in order to be in connection with the conduc-
tor, their seats must be on a raised platform.
5. An escape for the sound through the roof is not practical, because
the tone waves moving from the stage should travel undisturbed throughout the
whole building. A high and deep gallery is good, because the tone waves can
run out and disappear gradually. It must not be forgotten, though, that the
seats under the gallery are never good for hearing the music and consequently
the upper gallery should be an extension to the hall, in fact, a carrying of the
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isaccustic curve of the floor upward, and with a greater or smaller podium
dividing the upper from the lower parte of the curve. The bare wall above the
gallery is, however, very apt to throw the sound back into the seats of the
parquet, or even as far as the stage, and this causes great confusion. This
wall, if it must exist, might be covered by a soft stuff which would take up
the sound and not allow the resilience of the tone waves even in a slight degree.
This, however, is the only way in which a sound-absorbing stuff could be used
to advantage. The audience in their seats should always constitute a sufficient-
ly absorbent medium. Certainly no hanging should be put above the stage, where
it would of necessity influence the life and quality of the tone.
6. A hall may be good for vocal music or for instrumental solos, and
yet absolutely bad for orchestral music. The modem orchestra has endless re-
sources in colour and rhythmical combination, partly in consequence of its nu-
merical strength. Where M02art, or even Beethoven, used only one or two flutes,
the modern composer uses three or four, thereby establishing an independent
choir of flutes alone, and enabling him to give the full harmony to instruments
of the same tone quality. It is the same with all the other instruments. It
can be seen that, when a separate choir can be formed of each individual kind
of instrument, there must be many distinct tone colors, independent of the mix-
tures produced by combining the different choirs. This possible independence
of the choirs, each of the other, allows many different rhythms to be used at
the same time, giving a certain undercurrent of life. Too much vibration in a
hall will prevent rhythmical combinations from being audible. The modern or-
chestra, therefore, represents polophony as opposed to the homophony represented
by the soloist.
7. An empty hall should have much resonance but no echo. It is
advisable always to have a number of alleys or passageways in the parquet, the
floors of which should be covered with a thin carpet, and which should be always
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kept unoccupied by the audience. There is scarcely anything which takes so
much brilliancy from the tone as a packed parquet without open passages.
To the above considerations there should be added the historical
distinction between the instrumentation of the time of Mozart and Beethoven
and that of the present day. It is probable that nothing could be done for
music more instructive in the best sense than the building of and careful prep-
aration of a small music hall and the organization of an orchestra exactly such
as Mozart is known to have used. To this orchestra should be intrusted the
rendering of the classical music exactly as it was first composed. The perform-
ance of the music of the great masters of the eighteenth century by the full
modem orchestra is of necessity a translation from one language into another,
although a kindred language. A similar change in the interpretation of mueic
is made when that which was written for the spinet is performed upon the grand
pianoforte tuned to concert pitch.
Note The essential parts of the above statement of conditions
are taken from extracts by Mr. Theodore Thomas.
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